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AMERICA’S GREATEST RACE CAR

OVERHAULIN’

1 x 60 / Discovery HD Theater / 2009 / ID: 128157

7 x 60 / TLC / 2004 / ID: 54645

Their goal was to build a car that could beat
Ferrari. They built the Shelby Cobra Daytona
Coupe and in 1965 she became the first and
only American car to win the FIA GT World
Championship. Explore the alluring history of
style, racing and engineering expertise of
this racing legend.

Chris Jacobs and Courtney Hanson host
this series where driveway clunkers are
snatched and transformed into custom
show cars! The twist is that Chris and
Courtney double as stealth assailants, repo
men, and other pranksters to lure the keys
away from the unsuspecting car owner,
while hot rod automobile designing
legend, Chip Foose and his team, perform
surgery on the vehicle.

AMERICAN CHOPPER
Series 1-9: 260 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2012 / ID: 24268,
24757, 25030, 25286, 55837, 56074, 56399, 138032, 26578

For nearly a decade the Teutul family has
brought viewers deep inside the world of
custom motorcycles. But what was once a
family business is now a family feud. Paul Sr.
continues to build his world-famous custom
bikes at OCC, while Junior forges ahead with
his company, Paul Jr. Designs. Series 9
provides the final opportunity for viewers to
see whether the Teutul family can accept
their differences, leave the past in the past
and move on.
JESSE JAMES OUTLAW GARAGE
5 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2012 / ID: 138288

Jesse James has a new business endeavour
as a partner at the Austin Speed Shop. Will
Jesse be able to turn the Speed Shop into a
world class custom shop? Jesse is getting
back to his roots, back to being one of the
best metal fabricators in the world. Now a
part owner of the Austin Speed Shop, Jesse
sets a new mantra for the shop...build the
highest quality, most badass cars in the
world. The stakes are high and the pressure
is on.
ALL GIRLS GARAGE
13 x 30 / Velocity / 2011 / ID: 134804

It’s time to open the doors at the All Girls
Garage! Follow the three girls as they work
to diagnose issues, showcase their motor
mechanical and problem solving skills,
provide handy tips and ultimately get the
cars back on the road!

WHEELER DEALERS
Series 1–6: 80 x 30 / 2003–2009 / ID: 105787, 108260,
111946, 119268, 124925, 127899

Host and auto veteran Mike Brewer joins
forces with mechanic Edd China to rebuild
retro road stars. With a budget of £1,000
and a week to complete each car, Mike
and Edd use their expertise to save the
classics from an uncertain fate.

CHOP SHOP
Series 1–2: 22 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2006–2008 / ID:
125284

For over 40 years Leepu has lived,
breathed and dreamed of cars of all
shapes and sizes. In a garage situated
smack bang in the middle of Britain’s
largest Bangladeshi community, Brick
Lane, Bernie and Leepu work together,
transforming bangers into blingers.
ROBOCARS
6 x 60 / Science Channel / 2007 / ID: 122178

In this competition series, an elite group of
software engineers have designed
autonomous, unmanned vehicles that can
navigate a mock city, merge at traffic
circles, pass disabled vehicles and avoid
cinder blocks. The greatest minds and
deepest pockets of the robotics world
watch the teams that perform well; these
vehicles are the pioneers of unmanned
driving.
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WORLD’S MOST EXPENSIVE RIDES

KINGS OF CRASH

13 x 30 / Discovery HD / 2008 / ID: 127217

8 x 60 / TLC / 2013 / ID: 136623

From the Pagani Zonda to the 1933
Duesenberg SJ to the Mercedes-Benz SLR
McLaren, this series reveals the most
expensive rides on land and sea that one can
buy.

Kings of Crash takes you behind the scenes
as the best Demolition Derby drivers
battle their fiercest rivals for pride, family
honor, and most importantly enough prize
money for the next race. More than just
bone-crushing hits, this exciting series
follows a unique band of characters who
have chosen to spend all of their free time
and precious resources to this sport they
love.

TWIST THE THROTTLE
8 x 60 / Discovery HD / 2008 / ID: 125285

Motorcycles are a cultural symbol of
industrial art that changes with the times;
representing form, function, and fantasy.
Twist The Throttle tells the stories of eight of
the world’s most famous sport motorcycling
brands: Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki,
BMW, Ducati, MV Agusta, and Bimota.
SKYFIGHTERS
1 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2006 / ID: 119019

Operation Maple Flag is an annual top-gun
military exercise for fighter pilots that
features military personnel from allied
nations around the world. We investigate
the actual military operation itself in addition
to exploring how the world’s best fighter
pilots are trained for speed and to make
split-second, life-or-death decisions.

GREAT PLANES
20 x 60 / Military Channel / 2008–2009 / ID: 127974

Great Planes examines and highlights the
stories behind the most influential and
innovative planes including the A-1
Skyraider, the F-16 Falcon and the F-104
Starfighter. Explore the “heart” of each
aircraft and what makes it tick.

CARFELLAS
12 x 30 / Discovery Channel / 2011 / ID: 26404

Carfellas lifts the veil on the used car
business like never before. Reformed
convict Mikey D. runs the lot and is
obsessed with moving inventory. Crew
member Mario knows cars inside and out
and is a skilled appraiser. Tommie is the
muscle of the operation and admits his
love for Cadillacs, cannolis and girls. These
knock-around guys are experienced at
getting money out of people. But this time
they are out to make an honest
living...selling used cars Long Island style.

PHILLY THROTTLE
6 x 60 / Discovery Channel / 2012 / ID: 137700

Adam Cramer is a one of a kind motorcycle
builder, restoration expert, and mechanic
who lives by an old school code "If a bike is
worth building, it is worth building by
hand". His shop, in the blue collar heart of
Philadelphia, is home to over 200 vintage
bikes and some of Philadelphia's most
unique characters.
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